There is a way to combine new carpet installation while conducting business as usual. Mannington’s Revive Modular Installation system is another eco-savvy innovation from Mannington Commercial. Designed to make carpet replacement easier and more efficient than ever, this high-performance, dimensionally-stable film system allows you to install Mannington modular tile over existing permanently adhered broadloom carpet. The old carpet then serves as additional cushion, eliminating the need for removal and disposal of the existing carpet product. Revive saves time, provides a cost-effective approach to new carpet installation, and delivers significant environmental advantages.

**Ease of Installation**

- Greatly reduces floor preparation - direct glue carpet does not have to be removed
- Less disruption to the work environment
- Quick/easy installation method uses no wet adhesives reducing facility downtime
- Efficiently secures and stabilizes the existing floor

**Economical Option**

- Less workplace downtime for greater productivity
- Eliminates carpet removal and disposal costs
- Significant reduction in floor prep
- Eliminates the need for cushion or pad
- Can be reused for future installations

**Eco-savvy**

- Eliminates carpet removal
- Diverts carpet from landfill
- Glue-less installation system
- No adhesive VOCs
- Recycles old carpet into cushion

**Product Specifications**

- 1.0 mil Polyester Film
- 1.75 mil Acrylic pressure sensitive on tile side
- 3.75 mil Synthetic rubber on carpet side
- Width: 27.75 inches
- Roll Length: 195 feet
- Coverage: 50 sq. yds per roll

**Limited Lifetime Warranty**

Mannington Commercial’s Revive Modular Installation System is guaranteed for the life of your carpet tile. See warranty for details.